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QUESTION 1

A customer requires a certain attribute on a service to be empty in a target system managed by ISIM. One way to
achieve this is to: 

A. Save a reconciliation schedule for the target system with the attribute filtered out. and always run the filtered
reconciliation. 

B. Define the attribute value with provisioning policy entitlement parameter type null, with provisioning policy parameter
enforcement as Mandatory. 

C. Define the attribute value with provisioning policy entitlement parameter type Constant, with value "null" (quotes
included). 

D. Exclude the attribute from the account objectclass and remove attribute listing from the account form. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

On a 32-bit operating system what is the recommended maxheap value specification for ISIM\\'s jvm? 

A. 1280MB 

B. 4096MB 

C. 1024MB 

D. 2048MB 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

What is the purpose of creating a custom Person entity? 

A. To rename the user records in the IBM Security Identity Manager (ISIM). 

B. To include enterprise-specific attributes associated with a person. 

C. To separate Person from Business Partner Person. 

D. To protect the privacy of the person. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which recertification policy options need to be considered when designing a recertification policy? 
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A. Who approves the recertification request what action to take when recertification rejected, who to send rejection
email to 

B. Who rejects the recertification request, who approves the recertification request, who to send rejection email to 

C. Who approves the recertification request, account owner email notification, manager email notification 

D. Who approves the recertification request, what approval action to take, who to send approval email to 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Organization tree hierarchy can be changed from administrative console. 

Which of the following statement is TRUE? 

A. All objects within an organizational container can be transferred to a different organizational container. 

B. Users within an organizational container can be transferred to a different organizational container. 

C. Changing organization tree structure does not affect users in IBM Security Identity Manager. 

D. Services and policies will be transferred automatically to the new organization branch. 

Correct Answer: B 
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